To investigate the effects of a multimodal intervention including a modified Paleolithic diet, nutritional supplements, stretching, strengthening exercises with electrical stimulation of trunk and lower limb muscles, meditation and massage on walking performance and balance of subjects with progressive multiple sclerosis (MS). Materials and methods: Twenty subjects with mean (standard deviation) age of 51.7 (6.4) years and Expanded Disability Status Scale score of 6.2 (1) participated in a 12-month study. Assessments were completed at baseline, 3, 6, 9, and 12 months. Results: The entire cohort did not show significant changes in any of the assessments over 12 months except higher speed of walking toward the 10 feet mark during timed up and go (TUG) test at 6 months compared with baseline (mean change 7.9 cm/s [95% confidence interval {CI}]: 0.3, 15.2; p=0.041). Sub-group analysis revealed that 50% subjects (n=10) showed decrease in TUG time from baseline to at least 3 of 4 time-points post-intervention and were considered as responders (TUG-Res), the remaining 10 subjects were considered as nonresponders (TUG-NRes). Over 12 months, TUG-Res showed decreased mean TUG time by 31% (95% CI: −52%, −2%), increased median Berg Balance Scale scores (42 to 47), 30% increase in mean timed 25-foot walk speed (>20% considered clinically significant) and increased speed of walk toward 10 feet mark during TUG by 11.6 cm/s (95% CI: −3.0, 25.9) associated with increases in step lengths and decrease in step duration. TUG-NRes showed deterioration in walking ability over 12 months. Comparison of TUG-Res and TUG-NRes showed no significant differences in adherence to intervention but better stride duration and longer step length at baseline for TUG-Res than for TUG-NRes (p<0.05). Conclusion: A multimodal lifestyle intervention may improve walking performance and balance in subjects with progressive MS who have mild-to-moderate gait impairment, whereas subjects with severe gait impairments may not respond to this intervention. Future trials should assess effects of this intervention in subjects with MS during early stages of the disease.
Introduction
Over 90% of persons with multiple sclerosis (pwMS) experience walking impairment, which is a major contributor to disability. 1 Within 15 years of onset of MS, ~50% of pwMS need some form of walking assistance and 10% become restricted to wheelchair.
Several pharmacological and non-pharmacological treatments have been proposed for MS-related gait and balance impairments. In two Phase III clinical trials, a small proportion of subjects (35% and 42.9%) showed ~25% increase in walking speed during timed 25-foot walk (T25FW) test following use of extended-release dalfampridine 10 mg daily for 14 and 9 weeks, respectively. 4, 5 However, with continuous treatment for 12 months, improvement from baseline was maintained only in walking endurance (distance during 2 minute walk test) and not in walking speed. 6 Two reviews of effects of exercise training indicated beneficial effects of exercise on muscle strength, balance, walking endurance and speed in pwMS. 7, 8 A review by Latimer et al concluded that exercise training improves muscular strength and endurance in pwMS with mild-to-moderate disability. 7 Another review reported that exercise training was shown to improve balance and gait parameters in pwMS, although this evidence was mainly based on pilot studies. 8 Electrical stimulation of nerves/muscles or functional electrical stimulation (FES) is another physical modality that has shown some beneficial effects in pwMS. A pilot study in 5 pwMS (3 secondary progressive MS, 2 primary progressive MS; mean Expanded Disability Status Scale [EDSS] scores 6.5, range: 6-6.5) showed that a progressive resistance training program with a FES bike decreased time to complete timed up and go (TUG) test (by 22% at 6 months from baseline) and T25FW (by 36% at 6 months from baseline). 9 However, FES to prevent foot drop while walking has been most commonly studied in pwMS. Like an orthotic device, FES for foot drop can immediately improve walking performance and was shown to reduce falls in pwMS. 10 However, studies investigating therapeutic effects of FES, that is, effects after stimulation is turned off have shown conflicting results. 10, 11 In a recent review and meta-analysis, Miller et al evaluated studies investigating the effects of FES used for foot drop on gait speed in short and long walking performance tests in pwMS. 12 Authors reported significant initial orthotic effects of FES on gait speed during short walk tests (mean increase of 0.05 m/s, p=0.016) but not during long walk tests. Additionally, no significant therapeutic effects of FES on gait speed during short or long walk tests were found. Some research has also demonstrated positive effects of stress management programs for individuals with MS. For example, a randomized, controlled trial of a stress management program (relaxation breathing and progressive muscle relaxation, twice a day for 8 weeks) reported significantly reduced number and intensity of perceived MS symptoms compared with control group. 13 Another randomized controlled trial of stress management therapy for 24 weeks reported reduction in new Gd+ lesions in the intervention group. Moreover, a greater number of subjects in the treatment group remained free of new Gd+ lesions (76.8% vs 54.7%) compared with the control group. 14 Although currently available treatments have shown some beneficial effects, treatments to effectively stop or reverse gait impairment in MS are needed. Some studies suggest that a multimodal approach may be effective in treating MS-related gait impairment. A case report of an individual with secondary progressive MS reported significant improvement in walking ability (scooter dependence to ability to walk without assistance) following combined use of a nutrient-dense diet, nutritional supplements, strengthening exercises, and neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES), suggesting that therapeutic effects of exercise and neuromuscular stimulation in MS may be enhanced by an appropriate diet. 15 A retrospective case series reported that following combined use of NMES and a home-based exercise program for 22-495 days, 8 of 9 subjects with progressive MS showed improved gait performance according to physical therapist's observational analysis, with an average decrease of 0.78 point in EDSS scores (range: 0-2.0). 16 Above mentioned studies provide only a low level of evidence due to small number of subjects and lack of controls. However, robust improvements reported in subjects in progressive phase of MS, when worsening of gait and other MS symptoms is expected, 17, 18 strongly suggest beneficial effects of a multimodal intervention. Thus, we investigated the effects of a multimodal intervention including a modified Paleolithic diet with supplements, stretching, strengthening exercises with electrical stimulation of the trunk and lower limb muscles, and stress management on individuals with secondary and primary progressive MS over a period of 12 months. We hypothesized that a multimodal intervention will result in improved gait and balance in subjects with progressive MS at 3, 6, 9, and 12 months from baseline. We recently reported that this intervention is feasible 19 and may decrease fatigue and improve quality of life of individuals with progressive MS.
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Materials and methods
Design overview
This was a prospective longitudinal Phase I pilot study with no control group. Effects of a multimodal intervention in subjects with progressive MS were assessed over a period of 12 months. Potentially eligible patients with primary and secondary progressive MS from the spinal cord injury clinics at Iowa City VAMC and University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics (UIHC) neurology department were provided Degenerative Neurological and Neuromuscular Disease 2017:7 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Intervention for MS gait and balance impairment information about the study by their doctors (Dr Bingham at VAMC and Dr Shivapour ET, of UIHC Neurology). In addition, eligible patients of Dr Shivapour ET, were sent letters with information regarding the study. Some subjects contacted the study team after they heard about the clinical trial from other resources. Subjects who were interested in participating in the study were asked screening questions to establish eligibility to participate in run-in period of the study. During first study visit, eligible subjects were enrolled into a run-in period and were asked to follow the study diet and a stretching exercise program for 2 weeks. Subjects who followed the study diet for 7 consecutive days during the 2-week run-in period were enrolled into the 12-month main study at their second (2-week) visit. All assessments were completed at baseline (spread over two run-in visits) and at 3, 6, 9, and 12 months into the main study. This study was approved by University of Iowa Institutional Review Board (IRB; study number 201611800) and was conducted according to the principles expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed written consent was obtained from all participants involved in the study. The study was prospectively registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT01381354).
Setting and participants
Recruitment of subjects and data collection for this study were performed at the Clinical Research Unit at UIHC. Recruitment of subjects started on October 6, 2010 and 12-month study visit of last subject was completed on December 2, 2013. Subjects with confirmed diagnosis of secondary or primary progressive MS by a neurologist specializing in MS (Shivapour ET), stable medical status in prior 3 months and having at least mild gait disability were enrolled in the study. Exclusion criteria were: abnormal kidney or liver functions, clinically significant cognitive dysfunction, unstable heart or lung disease and any implanted device. Detailed description of inclusion and exclusion criteria were provided previously. 19 Due to IRB concerns, we were asked to first enroll 10 subjects into the 12-month phase of the study and submit a safety report following 6 months of intervention. Thus, 9 participants were part of a first group attempting the intervention after which the next 11 subjects were recruited following review of a safety report by the University of Iowa IRB.
Intervention
A multimodal intervention consisting of a modified Paleolithic diet, a home exercise program including stretching and strengthening exercises of trunk and lower limb muscles, NMES of trunk and lower limb muscles, stress reduction techniques and nutritional supplements, was used. Education regarding study diet was provided by Wahls TL, and about stretching exercises was provided by Bisht B, to subjects and their adult companion during first run-in visit. Subjects and their adult companion were trained on strengthening exercises and use of NMES by Bisht B, and on stress management techniques (meditation and massage) and optional nutritional supplements by Wahls TL, during second study visit. Detailed description of each component of this intervention was provided previously. 19, 20 Briefly, the study diet included leafy green and sulfur-containing vegetables, intensely colored fruits and vegetables, plant and animal protein, seaweed and non-dairy milks and excluded gluten-containing grains, eggs and dairy. Subjects were considered adherent to study diet on a particular day if they consumed any of recommended foods and did not consume any of excluded foods. Stretching and strengthening exercises of lower limb and trunk muscles personalized to each subject were recommended for 5 days/ week. Most strengthening exercises were performed with simultaneous use of NMES to assist with the exercises. Subjects were considered adherent to NMES-exercise program on a particular day if they either performed exercises and/or applied NMES. Stress reduction techniques included self-massage and meditation, and were recommended for 20 minutes per day. To facilitate adherence with study diet, subjects were provided with recipes and menus. Trained research assistants called subjects twice during 2-week run-in period to answer any questions subjects had regarding diet and stretching exercises. After enrollment into main study, research assistants called the subjects weekly in the first 2 months to answer any questions related to the intervention. Subjects were encouraged to call the study team if they had any question about the intervention during the study period. Research assistants used motivational interviewing techniques such as use of open-ended questions and reflective statements while talking to subjects to improve and sustain adherence with intervention.
Subjects were asked to complete daily logs of their food intake, exercises, and duration of electrical stimulation. At enrollment, subjects consented to mail their weekly logs; however, for subject convenience, we let subjects bring the logs with them during their study visits. We provided several nutritional supplements as an optional part of the intervention to the first group of subjects. 19 However, due to high inter-individual variation and nonadherence with intake of supplements, we did not provide nutritional supplements to the second group of subjects. Similarly, the first group was Degenerative Neurological and Neuromuscular Disease 2017:7 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Bisht et al recommended to use sub-motor intensity electrical stimulation during activities of daily living; however, only three subjects used this option. Thus, to simplify the intervention, we did not recommend this option to the second group. Overweight and obese subjects in the first group experienced >10% weight loss from baseline to 12 months. 19 Thus, we started to monitor subjects' weights at each visit and subjects were instructed to increase intake of animal protein and coconut oil to prevent excessive weight loss. If >10% weight loss from baseline to 6 months was recorded, subjects' primary-care doctors were informed.
Outcome measures
Gait and balance assessments A physical therapist (B. Bisht) conducted tests of gait (TUG and T25FW tests) and balance (Berg Balance Scale). TUG test was considered primary outcome measure and T25FW and Berg Balance Scale scores were considered secondary outcome measures. The following instructions were given to the subjects for the TUG: "On the word go, stand up from the chair, walk up to 10 feet mark, turn around, walk back to the chair and sit down. Walk with your comfortable speed". Timing for the test began as subjects leaned forward to stand up and was stopped as their pelvis touched the seat of the chair. For T25FW, subjects were instructed to "walk as fast as possible but safely" to a distance of 25 feet. For this test, we started timing as subject's leading foot crossed the start line and finished timing when both feet crossed the finish line. Percentage change in time to complete TUG at post-intervention visits compared with baseline was the primary outcome measure. TUG tests were also video recorded for off-line gait analyses using two cameras (for side view, SONY HDR-CX150 Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan and for frontal view Cisco Flip UltraHD 3 [U32120], Cisco Systems Inc., San Jose, CA, USA). Duration of the following parts of TUG test were assessed manually from videos by a trained research assistant: 1) stand from seated position, 2) walk to 10 feet mark, 3) turn around, 4) walk back to chair from 10 feet mark, and 5) sit from standing position.
Spatio-temporal gait parameter analysis
Two-dimensional video gait analyses were performed using SIMI movement analysis package (SIMI Reality Motion System, Unterschleissheim, Germany) to assess the following gait parameters (secondary outcome measures) from TUG videos: longer and shorter step lengths (chosen based on subject's step lengths at baseline), step and stride duration and double support time. Two-dimensional video gait analysis is a reliable method and assessment of spatio-temporal gait parameters using this method are shown to correlate highly with those assessed with instrumented walkways such as the GAITRite mat (CIR Systems Inc., Franklin NJ, USA) (r≥0.94). 21 Calibration of the motion analysis system was achieved by inputting the coordinates of a rectangular frame of reference just behind the subject. Subjects' feet were manually digitized at heel strike and toe off phase of gait cycle to calculate gait parameters. For subjects who did not demonstrate clear heel strike and toe off during walking and dragged their foot, heel was digitized at the time when subject stopped moving the foot forward. For these subjects, the toes were digitized when the foot began to move forward for the next step. Prior to TUG of each subject, a video of a rod with black tape markers at known distances, placed horizontally on the floor, was recorded and used to assess validity of SIMI motion system measures of distance between the tape markers.
Reliability of gait and balance tests
Gait (TUG and T25FW) and balance (Berg Balance Scale) tests were video recorded at the time of assessment and analyzed from videos by a research assistant who was blinded to subject's visits. The research assistant's (second rater) analyses were then used to assess reliability of the physical therapist's (first rater) assessments. Although, video recordings of TUG and T25FW were performed from the initiation of the study trial, video recordings of Berg Balance Scale for all subjects were started at enrollment of the ninth subject of the study (subject 14).
Perceived fatigue
Perceived fatigue was measured with a self-reported questionnaire -fatigue severity scale (FSS). FSS is a 9-item questionnaire in which subjects are asked to rate how fatigue affects their activities of daily life. FSS is a reliable and sensitive measure, and has demonstrated internal consistency and discriminative properties in pwMS. 22 
Statistical analysis
In this intent to treat analysis all available data were used. There were 2 subjects with missing data due to inability to perform walking task in some testing sessions after baseline and 1 subject who was withdrawn due to cognitive decline at 6 months. For these subjects, missing data for TUG, time to stand up, time to turn, time to sit, and double support time during TUG test were assigned a value of longest observed time in the group + 1s. Time to walk to 10 feet mark and time to walk back to chair from the 10 feet mark were converted into average speed (cm/s), and subjects with missing values 
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Intervention for MS gait and balance impairment were assigned a speed of 0 cm/s. Similarly, missing data for 25FW speed was replaced with 0 cm/s. Missing data for step lengths (longer and shorter), Berg Balance Scale scores, adherence with study diet and NMES and exercise program were assigned a value of zero. Reciprocal transformation was used for step and stride duration to normalize data distribution and for missing values, a value of zero was used. For each of the outcome measures, the detectable mean change for a sample size of n=20 at the 0.05 significance with 0.80 power was calculated (Table 1) .
Linear mixed model analysis for repeated measures was used to test for change over time in TUG test time and its parts and spatio-temporal gait parameters, and T25FW speed with Dunnett's test used for pairwise comparisons to assess change from baseline at different time points during the study. For variables that were not normally distributed, a natural log or reciprocal transformation was applied to the data to normalize the data distribution. For the transformed variables, mean in the original scale was computed by back-transformation, with the corresponding standard error (SE) calculated using the delta method. Friedman's test was used to test for change in adherence with study diet, adherence with NMES-exercise program, and Berg Balance Scale scores. Previously, we reported significant decrease in fatigue of study participants within 3 months 20 and thus to investigate if change in fatigue within 3 months had any effect on walking performance during study period, we performed Pearson correlations between changes in FSS scores from baseline to 3 months and changes in walking performance during TUG and T25FW tests from baseline to 12 months. Inter-rater reliability of TUG, T25FW, and Berg Balance Scale scores were assessed by intraclass correlation between the values recorded by the first rater during the test sessions and values obtained by another rater from video recordings of these tests on 20 randomly chosen videos, 4 at each visit.
We found that 50% of the subjects (n=10) showed decrease in TUG test time (improved performance) on at least 3 of the 4 visits after the initiation of the intervention, whereas remaining subjects did not show improvement on at least 3 of those 4 visits. We considered subjects with improved performance in TUG test as responders (TUG-Res) and the remaining subjects were considered as nonresponders (TUG-NRes). To assess how these two groups had responded for other outcome variables, the mean change (with 95% confidence interval [CI]) at 6, 9, and 12 months for other clinical outcomes such as TUG parts, spatio-temporal gait parameters, T25FW speed, and Berg Balance Scale scores were calculated. In addition, to investigate subject characteristics and baseline function that may differentiate between TUG-Res and TUG-NRes, baseline characteristics (age, sex, disease-modifying drug use, MS duration, EDSS scores, time to complete TUG and TUG parts, spatio-temporal gait parameters, T25FW speed, and Berg Balance Scale scores) as well as adherence to the intervention components were compared using 2-sample t-test (for normally distributed data) and Wilcoxon rank-sum test (for non-normally distributed data). All analyses were performed using SAS software, Version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA)
Results
Participants
Twenty six subjects were enrolled in the run-in phase, of which 21 met eligibility criteria for 12-month main study. One subject (subject 10) withdrew from the study within 3 months for unknown reasons (subject did not show up for 3-month visit and did not return phone calls from study team). We did not include this subject's data as only baseline data were available. Thus, data of 20 subjects who continued beyond 3 months in the study were included in the analysis. One subject (subject 8) was withdrawn at 6 months due to clinically significant cognitive decline. Mean age of the 20 subjects was 51.7 (standard deviation [SD]=6.4) years, average disease duration was 14.7 (SD=8.7) years and average EDSS scores were 6.2 (SD=1). Detailed demographics and baseline clinical characteristics of the subjects were reported previously. 20 Subject's screening, enrollment, and follow-up during the study are shown in Figure 1 and were also reported previously. 20 
Intervention
A detailed description of subjects' adherence and dosage of each components of the intervention (study diet, NMES, exercises, meditation, and massage) was provided previously. 20 In summary, subjects showed a median dietary adherence ranging from 99.5% to 100% and 20 No serious side effects were reported during the study.
Gait and balance assessments Reliability
Intraclass correlation between the measurements of the first and second rater showed high reliability (absolute agreement) of the measurement of TUG (intraclass correlation coefficient [ICC]: 1.000; 95% CI: 0.999-1), T25FW (ICC: 1.000; 95% Screened
Ineligible for the main study (n=26) (n=2, unable to walk at 25 feet; n=2, concern regarding use of fish oil; n=5, not interested; n=2, too old; n=2, relapsing-remitting MS; n=1, ankle fracture; n=3, electrical/metal implant; n=1, liver problem; n=1, already following study diet; n=1, unclear MS diagnosis; n=6, reason not recorded)
Ineligible for the main study (n=5) (n=1, inability to tolerate electrical stimulation of muscles; n=2, declined to participate; n=1, no gait disability; n=1, unable to adhere with intervention)
Excluded from the analysis (n=1) Included in the analysis (n=20) (n=17, complete data for 12 months available; n=3, incomplete data available) S8 withdrawn from study at 6 months due to cognitive decline, thus only 6 months' data available S2 did not complete logs after 9 months, thus adherence data until 9 months available S27 did not complete exercise-NMES logs after 9 months, thus exercise-NMES data until 9 months available S10 lost to follow-up at 3 months (reasons unknown)
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Intervention 
TUG, T25FW, and Berg Balance test
For the entire cohort, no significant changes in time to complete TUG (p=0.600, Figure 2 ), spatio-temporal gait parameters (all p>0.13) and T25FW speed (p=0. Figure 4) ; however, change in speed at 9 and 12 months from baseline were not statistically significant. The mean change (95% CI) at 6, 9, and 12 months for these outcome measures are presented in Table 2 .
The effect of disease-modifying drugs on TUG and T25FW speed was assessed by including medication in the linear mixed model. This showed no significant effects of medication on mean change in TUG (p=0.78), walking toward 10 feet mark during TUG (p=0.85), and T25FW speed (p=0.49) at 6, 9, and 12 months.
For the entire cohort, Friedman's test showed no significant change in Berg Balance Scale scores over 12 months (p=0.259, Figure 5 ). Median scores (interquartile range) were 38 (5.5-44.5) at baseline and changed to 37.5 (6.75-47) at 12 months. When assessed for change in number of tasks subjects could perform from baseline to 12 months, 7 subjects showed increase, 6 subjects showed decrease, and the remainder did not show any change.
Responders vs nonresponders
There was high interindividual variability in subjects' response to the intervention. Upon detailed analysis, a dichotomous response to the intervention was found among subjects. From the entire cohort, 10 subjects (8 secondary progressive, 2 primary progressive) showed decrease in time to complete TUG from baseline on at least 3 of 4 timepoints post-intervention (considered as TUG-Res), whereas other 10 did not show improved TUG on at least 3 of 4 post-intervention tests (considered as TUG-NRes). It was 
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Bisht et al expected there may be some TUG-NRes because all subjects had progressive MS and would typically decline in TUG performance over 12 months. 18, 23, 24 The mean changes (with 95% CI) in gait and balance outcomes were characterized for TUG-Res and TUG-NRes at 6, 9, and 12 months (Table 3) .
Mean (SE) TUG time of TUG-Res was 28.51 s (8.63) at baseline, which decreased to 19.59 s (5.93) at 12 months (Figure 2) . Some example videos are presented to show improved gait and balance over 12 months of some TUG-Res (Video S1: 00:00:01:04 -00:02:20:12). Subject 3 was at baseline 1 of the most disabled subjects in the study. During her baseline TUG test (Video S1: 00:00:01:04), this subject showed poor balance, needed assistance to stand from seated position, had difficulty clearing her feet while walking and research team had to follow the subject with a chair due to risk of fall. However, despite severe disability at baseline, this subject showed visible improvements in her gait and balance at 9-month visit (Video S1: 00:00:51:08). The video shows that the subject was able to stand up from seated position by just pulling on the hand rail, had better foot clearance, and showed improved balance. Subject 11 showed dramatic improvement in her gait and balance within 3 months of following the intervention. At baseline, subject 11 was using a cane to walk (Video S1: 00:01:07:18). However, at 3 months, this subject experienced great improvement in her gait and balance, such that she did not need the cane anymore and was able to walk normally (Video S1: 00:01:16:00). It should be noted that the subject had a such high level of confidence in the swing phase of her gait and ankle dorsiflexion that she wore sandals without a behind-theheel ankle strap. Furthermore, this subject was able to jog at 6 months post-intervention (Video S1: 00:01:22:10). Subject 14 needed two walking poles to maintain balance during baseline TUG (Video S1: 00:01:27:10), whereas at 9 months, was able to walk independently and showed clear improvement in his balance (Video S1: 00:01:45:00). Subject 17, who had primary progressive MS (PPMS), also showed improved gait and bal- 
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Intervention for MS gait and balance impairment ance. She needed to use 2 canes to maintain balance during TUG at baseline (Video S1: 00:01:54:19) but at 3 months, was using only 1 cane to ambulate at home and outside and was even able to ambulate independently without risk of fall (Video S1: 00:02:02:00 and 00:02:10:19). We would like to point out that for both subjects 14 and 17, post-intervention gait analysis was performed on videos with use of assistive devices and videos showing independent ambulation are presented to visually demonstrate substantial gait improvements in these subjects. TUG-NRes showed increase in TUG time (mean, SE) from 48.11 s (15.02) at baseline to 70.85 s (22.13) at 12 months (Figure 2 ). Some example videos are presented to show decline in gait and balance over 12 months in these subjects (Video S1: 00:02:21:00 -00:03:36:00). For example, subject 9 experienced rigidity in her legs and walked slowly at baseline using a cane (Video S1: 00:02:21:00). At 12 months (Video S1: 00:02:35:10), no change in her balance was observed from baseline (Berg Balance Scale scores, 41 vs 42); however, her gait speed decreased (TUG time, 29.2 vs 33.2 s). Subject 15 had difficulty clearing her feet off the ground, suggesting decreased muscle strength in both legs at 12 months (Video S1: 00:03:02:04 -note absence of dorsiflexion at initial contact, suggesting weak dorsiflexors in both legs, and rising up on toes of right foot at the end of stance phase, suggesting weak hip/knee flexors of left leg) compared with baseline (Video S1: 00:02:51:09) and resulting in slower gait speed. Subject 22 showed increased forward trunk lean during stance phase of each leg from baseline to 12 months, suggesting quadriceps weakness (Video S1: 00:03:14:10 vs 00:03:24:05). Also note reduced knee flexion and ankle dorsiflexion of the left leg, suggesting weak hamstrings and dorsiflexors at 12 months compared with baseline.
Among TUG-Res, 6 of 10 subjects showed clinically significant improvement in TUG test (>24% decrease in time), 25 whereas among TUG-NRes, 5 of 10 subjects showed clinically significant deterioration in TUG test (>31% increase in time) 25 at 12 months in relation to baseline. For TUG-Res, mean (SE) speed during walking toward 10 feet mark increased from 52.45 cm/s (8.74) at baseline to 63.92 cm/s (10.58) at 12 months (Figure 4 ). For TUG-NRes, speed (mean, SE) decreased from 28.63 cm/s (8.74) at baseline to 27.88 cm/s (10.58) at 12 months (Figure 4) . No significant changes were observed in speed to stand up from chair, to sit down, to turn and walk 10 feet back to chair. TUG-Res showed increases in longer and shorter step lengths averaging 5-7 cm as well as small decreases in step duration over 12 months (Figure 6 ), whereas TUG-NRes showed ~5 cm decreases in longer and shorter step lengths and clear increases in step duration from baseline to 12 months ( Figure 6 ).
TUG-Res showed a 30% increase in mean T25FW speed over 12 months (59.3 cm/s [13.8] to 76.9 cm/s [13.6], Figure 3 ), whereas TUG-NRes showed a 12% decrease in mean T25FW speed (28.0 cm/s [8.3 ] to 24.6 cm/s [9.2], Figure 3 ). Among TUG-Res, 7 of 10 subjects showed clinically significant increase in T25FW speed (>20%) 26 from baseline to 12 months, whereas 4 of 10 TUG-NRes showed clinically significant decrease in gait speed over 12 months.
Median Berg Balance Scale scores (interquartile range) of TUG-Res increased from 42 (27.3-47) at baseline to 47 (29.5-54.5) at 12 months, whereas TUG-NRes did not show much change over 12 months, 24.5 (4-41.8) at baseline and 24 (3.8-38 .3) at 12 months ( Figure 5 ). Among TUG-Res, 2 subjects showed increase in scores greater than minimal detectable change (7 points) 27 at 12 months, whereas among TUG-NRes, 3 subjects showed minimal detectable decrease and 2 subjects showed minimal detectable increase in scores, suggesting highly variable response to this test. 
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Comparison of the baseline characteristics of TUG-Res and TUG-NRes (Table 4) showed that TUG-Res had greater TUG longer step length (mean: 46.97 vs 36.5 cm, p=0.048) and shorter stride duration (1.64 vs 2.84 s, p=0.041) compared with TUG-NRes. The data also suggested differences in parts of the baseline TUG test with TUG-Res taking less time than TUG-NRes: time to sit (3.3 vs 7.8 s, p=0.075), time to turn (3.3 vs 9.1 s, p=0.089), time to walk toward 10 feet mark (5.2 vs 14.7 s, p=0.076), and time to walk 10 feet back to chair (5.2 vs 13.8 s, p=0.059). Also, among TUG-Res, only 2 of 10 subjects were using rolling walker, whereas 6 of 10 TUG-NRes were using rolling walker or rollator at baseline. Thus, differences in baseline function may be associated with responses to the intervention.
Friedman test showed no significant change in dietary adherence during the follow-up period within both the responder (p=0.244) and nonresponder (p=0.509) groups.
Comparison at each follow-up using Wilcoxon rank-sum test showed no significant difference in adherence to diet between responder and nonresponder (p>0.17). Similar results were found for adherence to NMES-exercise program, with no significant change in adherence with NMESexercise program during the follow-up period within both the responder (p=0.344) and nonresponder (p>0.99) groups, and no significant difference in adherence between responder and nonresponder groups (p>0.99). Median compliance at 12 months was 98% for diet and 83% for exercise in TUGRes, and 100% for diet and 81% for exercise in TUG-NRes.
Association between change in FSS score at 3 months and change in walking performance at 12 months Changes in FSS scores at 3 months in relation to baseline were inversely correlated with changes in T25FW speed over Figure 7 ), suggesting that improvements in fast walking speed over 12 months were related to early improvements in perceived fatigue. This correlation remained strong when controlled for baseline T25FW speed (r=−0.73, 95% CI: −0.89, −0.41, p=0.0002; Figure 7 ). In contrast, change in time to complete TUG over 12 months showed no significant correlation with change in fatigue scores over 3 months (r=0.39, 95% CI: −0.06, 0.71, p=0.083) and similarly, no significant correlation were observed when controlled for baseline TUG time (r=0.22, 95% CI: −0.26, 0.61, p=0.366) suggesting that subject's ability to perform TUG test, which included standing up, turning around, sitting down, and walking at comfortable speed, is unrelated to change in FSS scores over 3 months.
Discussion
We did not find significant changes in gait and balance outcomes in our study cohort following a multimodal intervention for 12 months. It is noteworthy that these nonsignificant results were mainly because of high variability in baseline characteristics of study subjects that probably led to a variable response to the intervention. Fifty percent (n=10) of subjects responded positively, whereas the other 50% either did not show any change or showed deterioration in their gait and balance functions. Sub-group analyses showed that subjects who responded favorably to the intervention had comparatively less gait impairment at baseline than the subjects who did not respond well to the intervention. Importantly, for the entire cohort, we found that greater decrease in perceived fatigue over the initial 3 months of the intervention was associated with improved performance during fast walking task at 12 months, suggesting that subjects who respond better early to this intervention in terms of perceived fatigue may respond well in terms of gait impairments as well. Thus, our pilot study provides information that may help select pwMS who will respond well to this multimodal intervention. Slowing of gait negatively impacts activities of daily living, participation in the community, and quality of life for pwMS. 3, 28, 29 Recent studies have shown that there are reductions in gait speed over 12 months in most individuals with progressive MS. 18, 23, 24 For example, Vermersch et al reported average relative increases of 26% (SD=55) and 5% (SD=26) in time to complete T25FW test over 12 months, respectively, in a placebo group of 6 subjects and a treatment group (receiving masitinib) of 24 subjects with primary and secondary progressive MS. 18 Another study assessing the effects of lamotrigine in subjects with SPMS reported 12% increase in T25FW time in placebo group over a period of 12 months. 23 Thus, it is important to identify interventions to prevent or, ideally, reverse established gait impairment in progressive MS. Although 50% (n=10, TUG-NRes) of subjects showed trends toward deterioration in walking performance and balance from baseline to 12 months, as would be expected of most individuals with progressive MS, the other 50% (TUG-Res) showed trends toward improved walking ability 
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Bisht et al and static and dynamic balance over 12 months. This suggests that this intervention may be effective in not only slowing the progression but partially reversing gait impairment in some pwMS who are in early stages of the disease and have mildto-moderate gait impairments. In comparison, two Phase III studies investigating the efficacy of dalfampridine (a US FDA-approved drug to improve walking in pwMS) on walking ability of pwMS over a period of 9-14 weeks reported 42.9% and 35% responders in the dalfampridine-treated groups and only 8% and 9.3% responders, respectively, in the placebo groups. 4, 5 Responders to dalfampridine in these studies showed ~25% average increase in walking speed during T25FW over a treatment period of 9-14 weeks, 4,5 similar to ~20% improvement observed at 3 months in TUG-Res to the current intervention. A randomized controlled trial in pwMS reported 10% increase in median TUG speed from baseline to 6 months following use of prolonged-release fampridine (extended-release dalfampridine in the USA). 30 Similarly, we observed 11% decrease in mean time to complete TUG test (thus increase in speed) by the entire cohort and 32.6% decrease in TUG time of TUG-Res from baseline to 6 months. Notably, the population studied for effects of dalfampridine differed from the current investigation as ~35% of subjects had RRMS (vs all with progressive MS in the current work) and lower level of disability at baseline (mean EDSS score 5.6-5.8 vs 6.2 in the current study). 4, 5, 30 Importantly, no serious side effects leading to discontinuation of the intervention were observed in the current study, whereas 19% of the subjects in each group (treatment and placebo) discontinued treatment in the prolonged-release fampridine study; adverse effects being the most common reason to discontinue the study. 30 Interestingly, we did not find any effect of diseasemodifying drug use on changes in TUG and T25FW in our study subjects at 12 months. However, lack of a control group, a small sample size and that only 7 of 20 subjects were using disease-modifying drugs in this study, limits any conclusions regarding concomitant effects of medications in our study subjects. Future studies need to investigate and compare effects of this intervention alone and when used in combination with pharmacological approaches in patients with progressive MS. When use of medications such as dalfampridine is limited due to side effects, beneficial effects of intrathecal application of sustained-release steroid triamcinolone acetonide (TCA) on disability and estimated walking distance have been reported, with no severe side effects in patients with progressive MS. Multiple studies have shown that 6 TCA administrations performed every 3 days within a 3-week period decreased EDSS scores and increased maximum walking distance estimated during EDSS scoring in patients with progressive MS. Unlike current study, these studies did not measure walking speed during standardized tests such as TUG or T25FW. However, significant improvements in EDSS scores of patients with progressive MS within a short period of 3 weeks suggest potential benefits of TCA administration on gait and disability. [31] [32] [33] [34] Since this approach has minimal side effects, it may be used as an adjunct to intervention used in the current study.
Comparison of TUG-Res and TUG-NRes showed that TUG-Res had lesser gait disability at baseline as reflected in their ability to perform parts of TUG test in comparatively shorter time and better spatio-temporal gait parameters than TUG-NRes (Table 4) . TUG-NRes needed greater support to walk as more number of subjects were using walker for ambulation compared with TUG-Res, suggesting comparatively greater muscle weakness and poor balance in TUG-NRes. These differences in baseline characteristics of subjects may have affected the response to the intervention. However, 1 subject with very poor walking speed of 6.1 cm/s to walk toward 10 feet mark at baseline also showed consistent improvement during the study, to 24.3 cm/s at 12 months (Video S1: 00:00:01:04 and 00:00:51:08), suggesting that this intervention can have positive effects in some pwMS with severe disability at baseline. It is noteworthy that this subject had good family support and was able to adhere to the diet 100% throughout 12 months. Significant differences were not observed over 12 months between TUG-Res and 
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Intervention for MS gait and balance impairment TUG-NRes in terms of adherence to the diet and exercise and NMES program, suggesting that baseline characteristics of the subjects may have a greater role than adherence to the multimodal program in terms of their response to the intervention. It is possible that TUG-NRes had greater disease burden than TUG-Res due to which either this intervention was ineffective or dosage of the intervention was insufficient. It is also noteworthy that diet was overall similar for all the subjects but NMES-exercise program were customized for each subject based on his/her ability to perform exercises and assistance available at home. TUG-NRes had comparatively poor walking performance and needed greater support for ambulation suggesting greater muscle weakness than TUGRes. Subjects with severe muscle weakness were able to perform only low-intensity exercises (e.g., isometric contractions) due to inability to generate sufficient torque to move the relevant body segment, whereas subjects with comparatively higher muscle strength could start with concentric muscle contractions to move body segments, which may have led to greater improvement in muscle strength as reflected in subjects' gait and balance tests. Future studies are needed to study dose response to exercise and NMES program in subjects with progressive MS. We also found that reduction in perceived fatigue of entire cohort over first 3 months following the intervention was strongly associated with increase in walking speed during T25FW test over 12 months. It is possible that large decreases in fatigue (e.g., by 1.8 or more on the FSS, Figure 7 ) over the initial 3 months of the intervention facilitated increases in T25FW speed at 12 months because these subjects would be motivated to walk more often and for greater distances in their daily life. Smaller decreases in fatigue may be insufficient to contribute to increased motivation to walk during daily life. It is also noteworthy that we observed highest decrease in fatigue scores in first 3 months (average decrease of 1.5 points), and then continued gradual improvement from 6 to 12 months. Mean 25-foot walk speed of TUG-Res showed a similar pattern of greatest increase in first 3 months and then a steady improvement over the remaining study period. Previously, we reported that high responders to this intervention in terms of fatigue (average >2 point decrease in FSS at each time point of the study from baseline) were in better physical health at baseline than low responders. 20 At baseline, high responders had lower EDSS scores (median: 6 vs 6.5, p<0.0005) and higher physical functioning scores on short form-36 (median: 15 vs 5, p=0.031) compared with low responders. 20 Thus, both our reports suggest that baseline physical health may have significant effects on subjects' responses to this intervention. Initiating this multimodal intervention during earlier stages of the disease may be more effective in reducing progression and, in some cases, be capable of regression of gait and balance impairments due to MS.
Effects of a multimodal intervention similar to that used in the current study on gait and balance of pwMS have not been studied previously. However, as mentioned earlier, benefits of components of this multimodal intervention such as resistance exercise and NMES have been reported. [7] [8] [9] Although those studies were for comparatively short duration and differed in subjects' level of disability and diagnosis, they support our findings. TUG-Res in the current study showed consistent improvements in TUG, T25FW, and Berg Balance Scale scores from baseline to 12 months. Increases in walking speed during TUG were mediated by increased step lengths and decreased step durations. Both shorter and longer step lengths increased in TUG-Res, suggesting that both stronger and weaker lower limbs' muscles responded to the intervention. Although small, the improved Berg Balance Scale scores indicate improved static and dynamic balance. These improvements were possibly due to the combined effects of different components of this intervention on strength and coordination of lower limb muscles during gait and balance tasks.
Limitations
A small sample size and lack of control group were the main limitations of this study. This was a pilot study designed to assess effects of a multimodal intervention on gait and balance of subjects with progressive MS and collect data for future larger studies. We do not intend to claim efficacy of this intervention in improving symptoms associated with MS. However, it is noteworthy that all the subjects in this study were in the progressive phase and are anticipated to show decline in their gait and balance over 12 months. Our findings that some of the subjects responded well to this interventions are noteworthy and provide useful information about the progressive MS patient population for future studies of this intervention.
